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As the pioneer of “Hollywood-style” Hyper-Realistic™ tactical and 

medical training support to more than 750k military and civilian 

first responders, Strategic Operations offers a range of unique 

products for task and scenario based training. 

The user repairable TCCC-EMS Cut Suit for Tactical Combat 

Casualty Care - Emergency Medical Services is the most real-

istic way to simulate the look, feel, and smell effects of severe 

traumatic events on a live human. Task trainers such as the 

6-N-1 TCCC Trainer; IV and Suture Sleeve; Suture Block; and 

Combat Wound Simulation Kit; as well as the TCCC-EMS Cut 

Suit, are available through ADS.

STRATEGIC-OPERATIONS.COM • (858) 244-0559



ADS provides a single-source solution to meet 
your mission requirements as cost-effectively as 
possible. Your mission is the sole purpose of every 
member of the ADS team, many of whom are military 
veterans and members of military families.  We are 
focused on solving your challenges through the largest 
product and service selection, the broadest array of 
procurement and contract options and world-class support and  
logistics solutions to enhance readiness and your acquisition strategy.

ADS provides a broad scope of Medical 
Equipment and Supplies required to enhance 
our customers capabilities and increase 
their operational effectiveness. From DOD, 
federal, state and local agencies, to defense 
contractors, allied foreign governments and 

militaries, ADS provides the specialized medical solutions required to 
complete your mission. 

BRING US YOUR 
MISSION REQUIREMENT 
AND WE WILL HELP YOU 
IDENTIFY THE BEST 
SOLUTION TO MEET IT. 

If the right solution doesn’t 
exist, we’ll leverage our 
expertise and work with our 
partners to create it. We’ll offer 
you a range of contract 
vehicles for procurement, 
manage the entire supply chain 
and get your equipment to you 
when and where you need it 
– without fail.

ADS IS CERTIFIED TO THE ISO 9001:2008 QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

ADS complies with all applicable United States export-control laws and regulations. We have the ability to apply for all 
necessary licenses required by the International Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR), the Export Administration Regulations 
(EAR), and Title 15, sections 730-774 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) as promulgated and implemented by 
the Department of Commerce. ADS has established procedures and administrative support to aid our international 
customers in complying with these laws and regulations. This includes abiding by the export rules and regulations set 
forth by the various agencies of the United States Government.

 EQUIPMENT & SERVICES-  

 PROCUREMENT & CONTRACTS-  

 SUPPORT & LOGISTICS-

ADS Inc. is a leading solutions provider that 

proudly serves all branches of the U.S. Military, 

federal, state and local government organizations, 

law enforcement agencies, first responders, 

partner nations and the defense industry.

© 2015 ADS, Inc. C0079 10/15

855.819.4274  
ADSINC.COM/MEDICAL
621 Lynnhaven Pkwy., Ste. 400
Virginia Beach, VA 23452

200   
MEDICAL PARTNERS

Battalion Aid Stations  Combat Medical & TCCC

Custom Medical Kitting  Domestic Preparedness

Emergency Medical Services  Evacuation & Rescue 

Medical Treatment Facilities 

*Bloomberg Government BGOV 200 Federal Industry Leaders 2014/2015.

ADS CONSISTENTLY RANKS 
AMONG THE TOP 200 FEDERAL 
INDUSTRY LEADERS.*

#56
Overall among

FEDERAL
contractors

#34
Top 50

DOD
contractor

We understand your 
mission because 
we’ve been there.

1,400   
Combined Years of
Military Service

2,300+
MEDICAL PRODUCTS

OUR PURPOSE.
YOUR MISSION.



 ADS MEETS THE  

 MOST CHALLENGING 

 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS. 

 BRING US YOURS. 
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UNMATCHED

 EQUIPMENT & SERVICES-

CAPABILITIES.
adsinc.com/equipment

Our capabilities are unmatched. We can meet even the most 

challenging mission requirements. Bring us your mission.

ADS has the most extensive product and service portfolio available. We provide 
military, law enforcement agencies and first responders a single-source solution to 
meet any mission requirement as cost-effectively as possible.

With subject matter experts in virtually every category, we help our customers 
research and develop specialized, custom equipment solutions. Our internal 
technical expertise and robust external partner-network designs systems and 
efficiently executes development projects including rapid prototyping.
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EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES
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Small Business, Yes.  Large ideas and 
capability, Yes.  National Mission Force 
pedigree specializing in Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, 
Explosives (CBRNE), IED, WMD, 
HME, SOF EOD and Dismounted
EOD operations.

Introducing NEW exciting products:
The FIVE.56 ™  Tool Sets 
The Grapnel
UBit
PBit
MBit

Find us on page 74 

www.zeropointusa.com

Modular Charge System Find out more about the 
MCS using this QR code

INNOVATION TO INTEGRATION

OUR PURPOSE. YOUR MISSION.

  VOL. 2.0

COMBAT 
SUPPORT

EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

 ENERGY EFFICIENCY

 EXPEDITIONARY

 HEAVY EQUIPMENT

 KITTING

 TOOLS

 SAFETY PRODUCTS

 STORAGE

 VEHICLES

OUR PURPOSE. YOUR MISSION.

  VOL. 2.0

  Command

 Control

 Communications

 Computers

 Intelligence

 Surveillance

 Reconnaissance

C4ISR
EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

 OUR PURPOSE. 
 YOUR MISSION.  
 Equipment, Procurement,  
 & Support Solutions 

ADSINC.COM

INTERNATIONAL

CATALOG 
 VOLUM

E 1.0EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

OUR PURPOSE. YOUR MISSION.

  VOL. 3.0

EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

 CARDIOVASCULAR TRAINING

 DEPLOYABLE TRAINING SYSTEMS

 FUNCTIONAL FITNESS

 PERFORMANCE FLOORING

 STRENGTH & POWER 

 THERAPY & REHABILITATION

PERFORMANCE
HUMAN

THE MOST EXTENSIVE 
PRODUCT & SERVICE 
PORTFOLIO AVAILABLE.

Download and order your 
category equipment  
catalogs online.

OVER 6,500 PRODUCTS:
Custom & Pre-Configured Kits
Expeditionary Structures
Environmental Support 
Energy Efficiency 
Power Distribution 
Perimeter & Security 
Storage & Safety 
TEK Solutions (Tools, Equipment, & Kitting) 

Vehicles & Heavy Equipment

680 CSE
PARTNERS

OVER 3,200 PRODUCTS:
Antennas
C4ISR Kits
Headsets
ISR
Power Supplies 
Radios & Accessories 
SATCOM 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems

330 C4ISR
PARTNERS

OVER 6,000 PRODUCTS:
CWMD & CBRNe Defense
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
First Responder Specialty Kits
Maritime & Diving

456 SMS
PARTNERS

OVER 2,400 PRODUCTS:
Cleaning, Maintenance, & Storage 
Components & Systems 
Custom & Pre-Configured Kits 
Optics & Accessories 
Weapons & Accessories
Weapons Storage

250 WEAPONS & OPTICS
PARTNERS

OVER 2,300 PRODUCTS:
Combat Medical & TCCC 
Custom Medical Kitting 
Domestic Preparedness  
Emergency Medical Services 
Evacuation & Rescue 
Battalion Aid Stations 
Medical Treatment Facilities

200 MEDICAL
PARTNERS

OVER 30,000 PRODUCTS:
Law Enforcement & Corrections
Defense & Security Contracting
Personal Protective Equipment
Operational Clothing
Individual Equipment
Specialty Kits

800 OCIE
PARTNERS

EQUIPMENT  
& SERVICES

 OUR PURPOSE. 
 YOUR MISSION.
 Equipment, Procurement,  
 & Support Solutions 

EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

ADSINC.COM

CATALOG  VOLUM
E 1.0

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE & TACTICAL

OCIE
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 ADS DEVELOPS  

 ORGANIZATION-SPECIFIC  

 PROCUREMENT SOLUTIONS 

 FOR THE SUPPORT  

 YOUR MISSION REQUIRES. 
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 PROCUREMENT &-  

 CONTRACTS-

MADE EASY.
adsinc.com/procurement

GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
CATEGORY RANKINGS*

#5 Facilities Supplies

#6 Engines & Aircraft
Components

#9 Clothing

#55 Weapons & Ammunition

# 72 Sustainment Materials

# 84 Technology Equipment

# 93 Training Devices

# 96 Support Ships & Small Crafts

Over 175 Partners and 25,000 
Products on Schedule.

  Buildings & Building Materials:  
Schedule 56

  Hardware Superstore: Schedule 51V
  Law Enforcement & Emergency  
Response: Schedule 84

  Medical Equipment & Supplies:  
Schedule 65IIA

  Outdoor & Recreation: Schedule 78
  Training Services MOBIS:  
Schedule 874

PROCUREMENT 
& CONTRACTS

“ Working with ADS and utilizing the 
DLA TLS Program has truly been easy 
compared to the usual contracting 
procedure. ADS supports each request 
from “cradle to grave,” and updates us 
during each step of the Program.”

S-3 Division 
Leading Chief Petty Officer

U.S. Navy

ADS serves as a single-source solution for our government and 

commercial customers’ procurement and acquisition strategies. 

Put our resources to the test. Our dedicated Contracts department has more than 
a decade of experience helping government customers identify optimal contracting 
and procurement strategies, ranging from large-scale, complex and broad reaching 
requirements, to unit-level solutions.  We can develop an organization-specific solution 
tailored for the equipment, services and support solutions your mission requires. 

We offer a wide variety of contract vehicles ideally suited to simplify and 
streamline your procurement process, increase efficiencies and provide 
readiness at reduced cost.  From Governmentwide Acquisition (GWAC) and 
service-specific contracts, to tailored solutions such as agency IDIQs, we can 
provide a procurement strategy for your requirement.

OUR PERFORMANCE 
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

Put our resources to the test. 
We can develop an 
organization-specific solution 
tailored for the solutions your 
mission requires.

*Federal Procurement Data System 2014

Multiple DLA Tailored Logistics 
Support (TLS) Programs: 

  Special Operational Equipment (SOE) 
  Fire & Emergency Services (FES) 

ADS is as a Gold Tier supplier for the 
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) as part 
of the Department of Defense (DOD) Superior 
Supplier Incentive Program (SSIP). Our top-tier 
distinction by the DLA is in the highest bracket 
that can be awarded to a company. 

#7
Top 10

DLA
contractor*

DLA TOP 
PERFORMER 

#32
Top 50

GSA
contractor*

MULTIPLE 
CONTRACTS 

ADS is a Participating Vendor on DLA Troop 
Support’s DAPA and ECAT Programs.

ADS provides equipment solutions through the 
Medical Supply Chain at DLA Troop Support. 

  Medical Prime Vendor DAPA
  Medical Supply Chain ECAT

DAPA & ECAT

Governmentwide Acquisition  
Contract (GWAC) Options:

  CBRNe COTS IDIQ GSA Contract

  DOD EMALL

  NSNs in Stock, Ready for Delivery

  SPAWAR Contracts:
SPAWAR COTS Comms/C2 Products
SPAWAR COTS ISR Support Equipment

  Socioeconomic & Mandatory Sources

GWAC



 ADS SUPPORT SOLUTIONS 

 ARE DESIGNED TO 

 ENHANCE EACH PHASE 

 OF YOUR ACQUISITION PROCESS. 
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PACKAGING  
& ENGINEERING

ADS designs and engineers custom 
storage and packaging solutions for 
many of our customers. We provide 
increased protection and organization 
of mission-critical equipment.

WAREHOUSING & 
TRANSPORTATION

ADS works directly with program 
managers and purchasing authorities 
to consolidate, warehouse, maintain 
inventory levels and distribute 
equipment and supplies to meet their 
mission requirements. 

Regardless of size or scope, our 
technology-driven kitting and assembly 
operations will meet and exceed your 
mission requirements and reduce your 
cost of readiness. 

From large scale and complex kitting 
programs for Maintenance, Repair 
and Operations (MRO), to unit-level 
requirements for combat support missions, 
our past performance speaks for itself.

ADS provides value-added logistics support capabilities 

to your procurement requirements, helping you get the 

equipment you need quickly and efficiently.  

From kitting and assembly, packaging and engineering, to warehousing and 
transportation, our logistics experts serve as a force-multiplier for our clients by 
reducing logistics support burdens and allowing them to focus on their mission.

1,500
KITTED SOLUTIONS

KITTING & ASSEMBLY

BRINGING TOGETHER THE 
RIGHT PRODUCTS AND 
PROCUREMENT IS ONLY 
PART OF THE SOLUTION. 
Without world class logistics 
and supply chain support, your 
readiness is at risk. 

WORLD CLASS

-SUPPORT & LOGISTICS 

SOLUTIONS.  
adsinc.com/support-solutions

“ ADS is the only company I can count on 
to acquire the items we need at a reason-
able price and in a timely manner.”

 Assault Craft Unit ONE (ACU 1)

Supply Chain Management
ADS manages the supply chain for many of our 
customers’ requirements.  We warehouse, kit, 
assemble and distribute equipment according 
to their specific requirements. Our dedicated 
supply chain management team is responsible for 
production planning, logistics, transportation and 
tracking to ensure on time delivery of our customers’ 
mission-critical equipment.

Research & Development
We utilize our subject matter expertise and 
broad network of manufacturing partners to 
research and develop integrated, modular, 
interoperable and flexible multi-mission 
equipment solutions.

Total Asset Visibility
Our secure web-based systems provide 
program managers transparent oversight of 
the complete supply chain data required to 
manage an efficient organization.

Life Cycle Management
We assume overall responsibility for 
complete program management including 
procurement, scheduling, subcontractor 
management, quality assurance, warranty 
management, returns and all required 
deliverables for complete compliance with 
contractual requirements.

SUPPORT & LOGISTICS

SOLUTIONS



When ADS was presented with the opportunity to contribute to the ACOTA mission, we knew 

we could provide unprecedented support to the operation.  The issue we had to address was 

pretty straightforward: Would you rather call 40-plus vendors to determine the interoperability 

of their products in order to build a field medical facility, or would you prefer to make one 

phone call for one item to address every requirement on your list? Chances are, our customers 

are going to choose the second option. That’s exactly why ADS was tasked by the U.S. State 

Department to develop a complete field hospital solution that met United Nations (UN) Level II 

basic field hospital requirements and standards. 

For the last three years, the ADS medical team has been working with HDT and a variety of 

medical partners to develop a complete, turnkey remote medical facility solution. This solution 

can be procured as a single part number, customized to meet specific mission requirements 

and can be delivered to any destination in the world, kitted and ready to go. 

UNITED NATIONS
LEVEL II MOBILE  
HOSPITAL KIT
 ENHANCING U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT’S ACOTA MISSION WITH A TURNKEY SOLUTION 

The mission of Africa Contingency 
Operations Training & Assistance 
(ACOTA) is to enhance the capacities 
and capabilities of its African Partner 
Countries, regional institutions and the 
continent’s peacekeeping resources 
as a whole so that they can plan for, 
train, deploy and sustain sufficient 
quantities of professionally competent 
peacekeepers to meet conflict 
transformation requirements with 
minimal non-African assistance.

By: Ellen Bock, ADS, Inc.



UNITED NATIONS LEVEL II MOBILE HOSPITAL KIT

 CHALLENGE & EQUIPMENT 

 PROCUREMENT 

Because of our strong ties with our manufacturing and service partners, we were able to 

develop a fully-integrated solution; every component represented in this kit works seamlessly 

with each other. By developing the field hospital solution from the ground up with our 

partners, we were able to provide our customers with the capabilities they required, when 

and where they needed it, without the massive time and resource investment that would 

have been needed on their end had they tried to develop it on their own. 

This challenge originally stemmed from the U.S. State Department, via the ACOTA program 

as a requirement to supply a UN-approved Level II hospital to Togo to support Mali, a 

designated area of conflict. Once the requirements were defined, we worked with more than 

45 manufacturers and service providers to address the stringent UN requirements, including 

everything from power sources, support systems and on-site training. The resulting solution 

is a UN-approved, standardized mobile hospital unit that can be transported anywhere in the 

world by way of 6-20ft shipping containers.

 SOLUTION 

This mobile, deployable hospital system truly is all-inclusive. Aside from consumables, it 

provides just about everything you would expect to find in a traditional hospital including, 

power generation and water support, surgical, life support, hospital and dental capabilities 

as outlined by the UN. It is a twenty-bed modular facility that includes a four-bed trauma 

center, a two-bed surgical room and space for ancillary services. Ensuring that all 

requirements are met, the kit is still customizable for immediate needs and designed for 

mobility. This increases the capacity to potentially 500 beds. Upon delivery of the kit, ADS 

and HDT experts were on site in Bamako, Mali to provide seven days of training to educate 

personnel on set-up procedures and best practices. 

As a humanitarian asset, the facility’s capacity, outlined by UN 

directives and instructions, is to perform three to four surgical 

operations per day, while at the same time providing hospitalization for 

10-20 sick or wounded for up to seven days. At least 40 outpatients 

can be seen and 5-10 dental consultations can be given every day. The 

facility is also designed to accommodate medical supplies, fluids and 

consumables for 60 days. 

That’s no small order, but our initial solution was so effective, we 

are currently working on the second iteration of the system. Like the 

original request, future requests can be ordered through the U.S. 

State Department for distribution through the UN and ACOTA to a 

designated conflict area.  ADS also has access to a variety of other 

simple, efficient contract options that can facilitate the procurement 

of these field medical hospitals for DOD or Federal Agencies. Our 

procurement experts worked with the State Department to evaluate 

current procurement options, taking into consideration ACOTA’s 

existing funding in line with PAE, the prime vendor staged in Bamako, 

Mali because the nature of this mission requires rapid procurement 

and deployment of resources.



Relying on their own tactical experiences, Matbock has developed medical 
equipment and products that not only increase operator effectiveness but 
also decreases each warrior’s load out.
 
Personal experiences involving continued operations in multiple theaters have 
led to Matbock’s basic foundation - ounces equal pounds and lighter warriors 
are faster warriors.  Matbock constantly strives to provide warriors with the 
most effective and efficient medical equipment and supplies possible.

Matbock Specializes in Unique 
Military Gear Designed Specifically to 
meet Deficiencies in Current Equipment. 

CASUALTY EVACUATION

RIGID-LIGHTWEIGHT 
INTEGRATED FIELD 
TRANSPORT (R-LIFT)
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Fully rigid litter features built in inflatable air bladder to 
support head and align spine, load rated patient securing 
straps designed for hoist operations and backpack carrying 
case with MOLLE attachment. Integrated compact size 
makes storage and transport easy. Also features replaceable 
emergency blanket and head straps to stabilize head. This 
litter is easily assembled by one person. 

 { Neoprene coated nylon material – high strength, high 
abrasion resistance, easy to clean

 { Weighs 6.5 lbs, Load Capacity is 400 lbs
 { Made in the USA

Model Item #
Rigid-Lightweight Integrated Field Transport (R-LIFT) AMTC-K1272-MC
R-LIFT Hoist AMTC-S1569

LIFT Ladder
The LIFT Ladder continues the innovation that is the LIFT 
System. The LIFT Ladder deploys in seconds over the 
Combat Carbon Poles to create a 7.5ft fully rigid ladder with 
a 400 pound carrying capacity for both scaling and bridging 
operations. Total system weight is 4.975 pounds and the 
attachment can be removed very easily to use the poles for 
any other parts of the LIFT System. The ladder attachment 
folds up compactly and can be stored in its own carrying 
case when not in use. Carrying Case sold separately.

Model Item #
LIFT Ladder 490050

The Amphibian
 { Combines two of the three mission critical components 

for survival, air and water
 { Aqua Lung® Survival Egress Air (SEA) bottle with 27” 

hose and 2nd stage low pressure regulator
 { Platypus® 1.8L Hoser ™ with insulated tube, bite valve, 

and bite valve cover
 { Side zipper pocket is perfect for the Lightweight  

Integrated Field Transport (LIFT) System

 { Color: Multicam®, Coyote

Model Item #
The Amphibian (Pouch, Bladder & SEA Bottle) AMTC-K1231

Combat Carbon Poles
These collapsible Combat Carbon Poles are easily integrated 
with the Lightweight Integrated Field Transport (LIFT) 
System and designed with this principle in mind, “Ounces 
Equal Pounds!” Weighing just 1.3 lbs a piece, boasting a 
max carrying capacity of 400 lbs, and designed to collapse 
small enough to be worn on the back of any plate carrier, 
these poles shed weight without compromising capability for 
transporting casualties. Multiple attachments coming soon.

Model Item #
Combat Carbon Poles (2 Poles & 4 Straps) AMTC-K1206-BL

Soft-Lightweight Integrated Field Transport S-LIFT

Model Item #
Soft - Lightweight Integrated Field  Transport (S-LIFT) AMTC-C1207-FG

A lightweight, multi-purpose bag that easily transforms into 
a medical litter. The lightest semi-rigid litter available, at 
only 3.5lbs when combined with Combat Carbon Poles (sold 
separately.) Made in the USA.

S-LIFT  as a Bag:
 { Identification card holder to label contents 
 { Drawstring to keep bag closed
 { 24 in x 29 in, 10 oz. 

S-LIFT as a Medical Litter:
 { Maximum carrying capacity - 400lbs 
 { 10 convenient carrying handles
 { 6.5 ft x 29 in, 10 oz without poles, 3.5 lbs with poles

RIGID-LIGHTWEIGHT INTEGRATED 
FIELD TRANSPORT (R-LIFT)

Rigid-Lightweight Integrated 
Field Transport R-LIFT S-LIFT on Carbon 

Combat Poles

ISO 9001: 2008 CERTIFIED             13



Having Automated 
External Defibrillator 
(AED) Units Readily 
Available in your 
Government or 
Military Workplace 
can mean the 
Difference Between 
Life and Death. 

Cardiac Science is a leader in 
establishing comprehensive programs 
to bring protection to an entire post 
or base. Public access defibrillation 
programs are ideal Powerheart®  
automated external defibrillators (AEDs). 
Cardiac Science AEDs can be found in 
government and military installations, 
around the world. Rugged design, 
reliability, and advanced resuscitation 
technology make the Cardiac Science 
Powerheart AED a preferred choice for 
the military. 

There are currently more than 20,000 
Cardiac Science AED programs deployed 
globally to U.S. Military customers 
including the Army National Guard, the 
Air National Guard, the U.S. Air Force, 
the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Marine 
Corps, and the U.S. Navy.

FIELD DIAGNOSTICS & PATIENT CARE

At The Heart Of Saving Lives

POWERHEART® G5
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G3 Plus Automatic AED Package
The Powerheart® AED G3 Plus is the flagship Cardiac 
Science automated external defibrillator (AED) that features 
Rescue Ready®, RescueCoach™ and STAR® biphasic tech-
nology to make your rescue as simple as possible.

Package includes:
 { (1) 9390A Powerheart AED G3 Plus Full-Auto
 { (1) 9146 IntelliSense Battery
 { (2) Pair 9131 Adult Defibrillation Pads
 { (1) Carry Bag
 { (1) 5550 Ready Kit
 { (1) Quick Start Tool Kit (includes Guide, CD-ROM with 

AED Manual, Training Video, RescueLink & MDLink)
 { (1) Serial Communications Cable

Model Item #
G3 Plus Automatic AED Package 9390A-1001P-BER
G3 Plus Semi-Automatic AED Package 9390E-1001P-BER

Model Item #
Powerheart® G5 AED - Automatic G5A-80A-P
Powerheart® G5 AED - Semi-Automatic G5S-80A-P

AED Wall Sleeve
This AED wall mounted storage sleeve is an economical and 
attractive AED holder which keeps your Automated External 
Defibrillator in an easily accessible location.

Model Item #
AED Wall Sleeve 180-2022-001

Model Item #
Adult Defibrillation Pads 9131-001
Polarized Defibrillation Pads 9660-001

Adult Defibrillation Pads 
Adult AED Defibrillation Pads are non-polarized so that either 
pad can be placed in either location, simplifying the rescue. 
These defibrillation pads can be used with all Powerheart 
Automated External Defibrillators.*

Polarized Defibrillation Pads 
Intended for use by trained medical responders in 
conjunction with the Powerheart AED G3 Pro but will work 
with all current Powerheart AEDs.

* Infant Defibrillation Pads Also Available

Intellisense Lithium Battery
Intellisense Lithium Battery for Powerheart AED G3 models.  
This battery is for use in Powerheart AED G3 9300E, 9300A, 
9390E, and 9390A devices shipped after April 12, 2004. This 
non-rechargeable battery comes with a four-year warranty.

Model Item #
Intellisense Lithium Battery for Powerheart AED G3 Models 9146-302

Defibrillation Pads

Surface Wall Mount Cabinet
This well constructed surface mounted AED wall cabinet 
provides a great way to store your AED in an easily 
accessible location. The AED sits inside the white cabinet 
with a see-through door.

Hard-sided Waterproof Carry Case for AED
This hard-sided waterproof carry case is a great storage solu-
tion for rugged environments. The Powerheart AED fits safely 
and snuggly inside while the durable outer shell provides 
additional protection against bumps, drops and the elements.

AED Storage

Model Item #
Surface Wall Mount Cabinet 50-00392-10
Hard-sided Waterproof Carry Case for AED 9157-004

POWERHEART® G5
The Powerheart® G5 is the first FDA-cleared AED to combine 
fully automatic shock delivery, dual-language functionality, 
variable escalating energy, and fast shock times to help 
military rescuers save an SCA victim’s life. Whether it will be 
used in theater or on a military installation, the Powerheart 
AED has been tested to military standards and features an 
IP55 rating for protection against dust and water. It has 
been designed for both ease of use and ease of mainte-
nance as it conducts daily, weekly, and monthly self-tests 
and has a highly visible indicator to confirm the device’s 
Rescue Ready® status. It comes with an 8-year warranty 
and a 4-year performance guarantee on its Intellisense® 
medical-grade non-rechargeable batteries.

ISO 9001: 2008 CERTIFIED             15



FIELD DIAGNOSTICS & PATIENT CARE

Enova Illumination has 
Specialized in Making LED 
Surgical Headlights Designed 
by Surgeons for Surgical Use. 

The hallmarks of Enova LED headlights are exceptional illumination, 
reliability and comfort. Enova headlights illuminate the entire surgical 
field with pure white light providing excellent tissue color rendition. Enova 
headlights are ideal for surgeons wanting a portable headlight that is 
not tethered to a fiber optic light source - all power is provided by digital 
battery packs providing up to 24 hours on a single charge.
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XLT-125 LED Surgical Headlight System
Model XLT-125 LED headlight is the brightest single lamp LED headlight available and is 
designed to be used for almost all types of surgeries. It has the following advantages:

 { Complete mobility in operating room without tether to light source
 { 125,000 lux brightness
 { Pure white illumination - 6000 degrees K 
 { Adjustable aperture for 2” to 5” illumination spot
 { Co-axial alignment for maximum light penetration 
 { 8+ hour battery life
 { Light-weight and perfect balance for long-lasting comfort
 { Includes headlight, 8+ hour battery pack, charger, 5 color-temperature filter kit, 

accessories, and carrying case

Model Item #
XLT-125 LED Surgical Headlight System 90072

S-100 LED Surgical Headlight System
Model S-100 LED headlight is a very bright and comfortable LED headlight designed to be 
used for most surgeries. It has the following advantages:

 { Complete mobility in operating room without tether to light source
 { 100,000 lux brightness
 { Pure white illumination - 6000 degrees K 
 { Focused penetrating illumination
 { 8+ hour battery life
 { Light-weight and perfect balance for long-lasting comfort
 { Includes headlight, 8+ hour battery pack, charger, accessories, and carrying case

Model Item #
S-100 LED Surgical Headlight System 90058

D-200 Deluxe LED Surgical Headlight System
Model D-200 is the brightest LED surgical headlight available and is designed to be used for 
deep cavity surgeries. It has the following advantages:

 { Complete mobility in operating room without tether to light source
 { 200,000 lux brightness
 { Pure white illumination - 6000 degrees K 
 { Focused penetrating illumination
 { 4+ hour battery life
 { Light-weight and perfect balance for long-lasting comfort
 { Includes headlight, 2 ea 4+ hour battery packs, charger, accessories, and carrying case

Model Item #
D-200 Deluxe LED Surgical Headlight System 90067

Digital Battery Packs
The B2X battery pack is a digital 2-cell lithium-ion battery pack that provides reliable power 
to all Enova LED headlights. 4 hour battery life with single lamp headlights and 2 hours 
for double lamp headlights. It allows adjustable intensity from 100% to 30% and features 
visual and audible warnings when battery life is low. Weight is 7 oz and charge time is 
approximately 3 hours (plugs in just like your cell phone).  

The B4X battery pack is a digital 4-cell lithium-ion battery pack that provides 8 hours of 
battery life with single lamp headlights and 4 hours for double lamp headlights.

Model Item #
B2X Digital Battery Pack (Two Cell) 70029-001
B4X Digital Battery Pack (Four Cell) 70029-002
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FIELD DIAGNOSTICS & PATIENT CARE

Tomahawk TC3 Kit
The Tomahawk TC3 Kit is designed for advanced Operators needing 
advanced TCCC capabilities. Available as a Tomahawk MC or Tomahawk 
NV TC3 Kit (with IR output), each kit includes the choice of either a 
cobalt blue or ultra-violet Tactical Task Light (TTL), enhancing point-
of-injury illumination. Leveraging the same design characteristics that 
made the Tomahawk MC standard issue for Army Combat Medics, 
the Tomahawk TC3 Kit provides adjustable hands-free lighting 
from the chest instead of the head and superior ergonomics for use 
with weapons. Both the MC and NV TC3 Kits provide red and green 
secondary colors that are mixed to discretely highlight blood. This allows 
Medics to quickly assess casualties in low light/night time conditions 
while maintaining light discipline and preserving natural night vision.

 { Includes TRS MOLLE Mount - Color Options: Foliage Green and Tan
 { Maximum white light output: 425 lumens
 { Red/Green Mix for Blood Highlighting  
 { Independent Red or Green Output (Only on Tomahawk MC TC3 Kit)
 { Infrared (IR) output and IR strobe (Only on Tomahawk NV TC3 Kit) 
 { Tactical Task Light (TTL) Cobalt Blue or UV (Ultra-violet)

Manufacturing Ergonomic, 
Hands-Enabling Lighting 
Solutions Here in the U.S.
First-Light has spent years studying how tactical 
professionals use their lights – their movements, 
their decision-making processes, even their 
stress levels. Their research and innovative 
designs have produced common-sense designs 
that offer uncommon tactical performance 
advantages by freeing the operator’s hands to 
carry out any tactical or occupational task. First-
Light’s Tomahawk line has been proven in battle 
and accepted at the highest levels as evidenced 
by its moniker of standard issue for U.S. Army 
Combat Medics and in the Abrams Tank BII. 

T-MAX NV RED/GREEN TRS KIT

Model Item 
Tomahawk MC TC3 Kit w/ Blue Task Light 999123-TC3-BL-TRS
Tomahawk MC TC3 Kit w/ UV Task Light 999123-TC3-UV-TRS
Tomahawk NV TC3 Kit w/ Blue Task Light 999121-TC3-BL-TRS
Tomahawk NV TC3 Kit w/ UV Task Light 999121-TC3-UV-TRS
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Tomahawk MC Red/Green TRS Kit
OFFICAL LIGHTING TOOL OF THE U.S. ARMY COMBAT 
MEDIC BAG (MES 246-C). The Tomahawk MC is specifically 
designed to enhance illumination at the point of injury and 
enhance Medic performance across the full spectrum of 
Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) and Emergency 
Medical Services (EMS) applications. Unmatched in its 
versatility, the Tomahawk MC includes adjustable hands-free 
lighting from the chest instead of the head and superior 
ergonomics for use with weapons. The Tomahawk MC 
provides 425 lumens primary, white light illumination along 
with red and green secondary colors that can be operated 
independently or mixed to discretely highlight blood. This 
allows Medics to quickly assess casualties in low light/
night time conditions while maintaining light discipline and 
preserving natural night vision.

 { Includes TRS MOLLE Mount - Color Options: Foliage 
Green and Tan

 { Maximum white light output: 425 lumens
 { Red, Green or Red/Green mix for blood highlighting

Tomahawk NV Red/Green TRS Kit
The Tomahawk NV Red Green provides 425 lumens of 
primary white light, red and green blood highlighting, and 
infrared (IR) output for use with night vision devices. The 
Tomahawk NV enhances Medic performance across the 
full spectrum of Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) and 
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) applications to include 
operations that require IR illumination. Like the Tomahawk 
MC that is standard issue for Army Combat Medics, the 
Tomahawk NV’s innovative design includes adjustable hands-
free lighting from the chest instead of the head and superior 
ergonomics for use with weapons. The Tomahawk NV’s red 
and green secondary colors are mixed to discretely highlight 
blood. This allows Medics to quickly assess casualties in low 
light/night time conditions while maintaining light discipline 
and preserving natural night vision.

 { Includes TRS MOLLE Mount - Color Options: Foliage 
Green and Tan

 { Maximum white light output: 425 lumens
 { Infrared (IR) output and IR strobe 
 { Red/Green mix for blood highlighting

T-MAX NV Red/Green TRS Kit
Pushing performance to its limits, First-Light’s new T-MAX NV is the most powerful and 
versatile tool in the lineup.  Featuring over 700 lumens of maximum white light, red and 
green LEDs that can be used independently or mixed for blood highlighting, and infrared 
(IR) output, T-MAX NV is the new standard for point-of-injury illumination. T-MAX NV also 
provides tactical white light disorienting strobe, a visible red, white, and green safety 
beacon, and IR strobe. In addition, T-MAX NV features First-Light’s new TRS MOLLE Blade 
Mount - a more compact and lower profile mounting system compared to previous models.

 { Includes TRS MOLLE Mount - Color Options: Coyote Brown & Foliage Green
 { Maximum white light output: 700+ lumens
 { Red, Green or Red/Green mix for blood highlighting
 { Infrared (IR) output and IR strobe
 { Disorienting white light strobe
 { Red/White/Green safety beacon

Model Item #
T-MAX NV Red/Green TRS Kit 992021-RG-TRS

Model Item 
Tomahawk MC Red/Green TRS Kit 999123-TRS Model Item 

Tomahawk NV Red/Green TRS Kit 999121-RG-TRS

T-MAX NV TC3 Kit
The most advanced lighting system ever developed for 
Medical Operators, the T-MAX NV TC3 Kit is the pinnacle of 
lighting performance. With an output of over 700 lumens of 
white light, red and green secondary colors that can be used 
independently or mixed for blood highlighting, infrared (IR) 
output, and a choice of either cobalt blue or ultraviolet (UV) 
Tactical Task Light (TTL), the T-MAX NV TC3 Kit stands alone 
as the best First-Light has to offer. Add a tactical disorienting 
strobe, visible red, white, and green safety beacon, and 
an IR strobe and no other light can match its versatility. In 
addition, T-MAX NV features First-Light’s new TRS MOLLE 
Blade Mount - a more compact and lower profile mounting 
system compared to previous models.

 { Includes TRS MOLLE Mount - Color Options: Coyote 
Brown & Foliage Green

 { Maximum white light output: 700+ lumens
 { Red, Green or Red/Green mix for blood highlighting
 { Infrared (IR) output and IR strobe
 { Cobalt Blue or UV Tactical Task Light (TTL) 
 { Disorienting white light strobe
 { Red/White/Green safety beacon

Model Item #
T-MAX NV TC3 Kit 992021-TC3-BL-TRS
T-MAX NV TRS Kit 992021-TC3-UV-TRS
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InfraScan solutions provide compact, hand-held diagnostic capabilities for head injury 
and stroke assessment. The InfraScanner has a very specific application in detecting 
TBI on the battlefield and in routine military settings where timely triage is critical. 
The InfraScanner Model 2000 portable screening device uses Near-Infrared (NIR) 
technology to screen patients for intracranial bleeding, identifying those who would 
most benefit from immediate referral to a CT scan and neurosurgical intervention. 
The United States Navy and Marines have invested significantly in InfraScanner 
development and are currently fielding 188 devices for early TBI detection.

Early TBI Detection on the Battlefield can 
Significantly Contribute to Saving Lives and In 
Planning an Adequate Evacuation Priority of 
Injured Warfighters.

FIELD DIAGNOSTICS & PATIENT CARE

INFRASCANNER  
MODEL 2000
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Detection Abilities:
 { Patient measurement is completed within 2-3 mins.
 { Can detect hematomas greater than 3.5 cc in volume.
 { Detects hematomas up to 3.5 cm deep from the skin surface.

Clinical Applications:
 { Battlefield triage of head trauma victims.
 { Pre-Hospitalization screening in remote locations, ambulances etc.
 { Hospital Emergency Room screening to determine the urgency of TBI treatment 

and help in setting correct priority list of patients for CT scan. 

Hospital Monitoring: 
 { Infrascanner can be used as a bedside monitoring tool for the patients who are 

hospitalized for observation.

 { Caution: Do not reuse the Disposable Shields. Disposable Shields contact the 
patient and may be contaminated.  Use a new Disposable for each patient.

Model Item #
Infrascanner Model 2000 INFRA-2000
Infrascanner Model 2000 with Shields(Qty 25) INFRA-2000-SHDS
Shields Only (Qty 25) 2000-SHDS

INFRASCANNER MODEL 2000
The Infrascanner is a portable screening device that uses Near-Infrared (NIR) technology 
to screen patients for intracranial bleeding, identifying those who would most benefit from 
immediate referral to a CT scan and neurosurgical intervention. In the triage of head trauma 
patients, the Infrascanner can identify patients most likely to have intracranial bleeding.

The Infrascanner disposable shields are used to protect patients from cross-contamination 
and to optically couple the light to and from the sensor to the patient’s head through two 
disposable fiber-optic light guides.

ADS works with our customers to develop complete 
solutions meeting mission requirements using 

comprehensive programs to address your challenges and 
provide readiness at reduced cost. 

 You Have Challenges. ADS Provides Solutions..
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The Janz Corporation 
Represents A Broad 
Range Of Medical 
Products To The 
Federal And Military 
Healthcare Market. 

They are the solution experts for your medical equipment needs. Janz represents 
major medical equipment manufacturers including Philips monitors and defibrillators, 
Impact instrumentation ventilators, aspirators and anesthesia units, Smiths medical 
equipment, Walman optical, and Medco instruments. 

Supporting military and federal government teams, home and abroad, from the initial 
medical response to subsequent care with basic and advanced medical diagnostic 
products and supplies, sets the Janz team aside as the medical equipment experts for 
your practice needs.

FIELD DIAGNOSTICS & PATIENT CARE

ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT 
MONITOR/RESPONSE KIT

PHILIPS HEARTSTART MRX 
MONITOR/DEFIBRILLATOR

HEARTSTART 
FRX AED

Image shot on the Canon 1Dx @canonusa.com
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The Janz Advanced Life Support Monitor/Response Kit was 
designed as a versatile medical response kit with the  
equipment you need to quickly respond, evaluate and pro-
vide treatment. The ALS-001K low profile backpack includes 
the rugged and ready Philips FR3 AED and MP2 Patient 
Monitor packaged in individual kits that can be detached 
from bag for quick deployment.  

The backpack also clam shells open completely to be hung 
as a panel in a vehicle or aid station. Additional medical 
equipment pouches can be attached to the ALS-001K 
allowing for personalized set up for multiple role responders.  
The ALS-001K powerful, lightweight MP2 Monitor and FR3 
AED allows for advanced monitoring and defibrillation in a 
very compact space, perfect for medics in challenged and 
austere environments.

Model Item #
Advanced Life Support Monitor/Response Kit JANZ-ALS-001K

ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT  
MONITOR/RESPONSE KIT

For those who get there first! The HeartStart FRx AED is a 
versatile AED for professional and lay person rescuers. The 
FRx is rugged and easy-to-use in many rescue environments.  
The FRx pre-connected SMART pads allow easy hand off 
to EMS rescuers with HeartStart adapters and conducts 
daily, weekly, monthly self-checks. The FRx AED CPR 
coaching instructs rescuers through proper hand position, 
compression depth, rate and rescue breaths. After incident 
data retrieval is simple with wireless data transfer.

The FRx AED SMART pads can be used for adult and pediat-
ric rescue, with Infant/Child Key for allowing you to quickly 
respond and save money on costly pediatric replacement 
pads. The FRx AED is available in waterproof, soft and 
tactical case options.

Model Item #
HeartStart FRx AED 861304A

HEARTSTART FRX AED
The HeartStart MRx is the monitor/defibrillator of choice for 
the U.S. Military enroute care system. Rugged, easy-to-use, 
built on a scalable platform, the airworthy certified MRx is 
a feature packed Monitor/Defibrillator with advanced DXL 
12-lead ECG algorithm and is capable of following patients 
all the way through the care cycle from battlefield trauma 
through recovery. 

Key features include ready-for-use indicator, automatic 
lead switching, night vision, large color display, normal/high 
contrast view, 9 hour monitoring per battery, Quick-Shock 
therapy, hourly, weekly and daily, self –tests, optional 
wireless data transmission, and the optional Philips QCPR 
measurement tool assures that your patient gets the best 
care. The MRx has EMS, hospital and tactical carry and 
storage bag options.

Model Item #
HeartStart MRx Monitor EMS Tactical Bundle JANZ-MRX1B-BC
HeartStart MRx Monitor ALS Tactical Bundle JANZ-MRX3B-BC

PHILIPS HEARTSTART MRX  
MONITOR/DEFIBRILLATOR

Making lifesaving faster, easier, better. The HeartStart FR3 AED is very small and light which 
makes it easy to carry and maneuver in tight places. The FR3 is rugged, reliable and ready 
to use in a wide range of environments! The HeartStart FR3 solution significantly reduces 
deployment time by steps to help you start the right therapy – CPR or defibrillation – on 
your patient faster. The HeartStart FR3 AED includes back-lit text screen with ECG option 
for use in loud, dark, harsh environments. The FR3 is AWR/SOFT certified by USAARL and 
USCG. Other features include data card for easy data retrieval and AED updates, optional 
Infant/Child Key, Q-CPR, 3-Lead ECG, and rechargeable battery. Hard cases, soft cases and 
tactical cases are available.

Model Item #
JANZ Tactical AED ECG Screen Kit JANZ-312
JANZ Tactical AED Text Screen Kit JANZ-311

FR3 AED
The Philips IntelliVue MP2 patient monitor is tough, intuitive and packed with features. The 
MP2 is small, very lightweight, includes 3 hour battery and can present up to 3 waveforms on 
the crisp and colorful 3.5 inch touchscreen display.  

Perfect for basic and advanced monitoring, the MP2 Monitor is available with a wide range 
of clinical measurements. Janz MP2 Bundles are available in BLS, Temperature/IVP and 
EtC02 configurations and include monitoring supplies for adult and pediatric care. The MP2 
is built to perform under harsh conditions and is AWR and SOFT certified for land and air 
transports. Tactical bags are also available.

Model Item #
MP2 Monitor ALS Tactical Bundle MP2AB-ALS
MP2 Monitor Basic Care Medical Bundle MP2CB-BLS

MP2 Monitor
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Panakeia Provides Innovative Medical 
Products, Services, and Modalities to 
the Military Health System
Panakeia works world-wide, with customers ranging from active duty 
men and women and their dependents, to retired personnel and 
emergency response teams. Panakeia prides themselves on supplying 
the highest quality solutions and unparalleled value to their customers 
in support of medical operations at home and abroad. 

SAROS Oxygen System

Model Item #
SAROS Oxygen System 9400
SAROS Battery 9723-SEQ
SAROS AC Power Adapter 9726-SEQ

The SAROS Oxygen System is replacing oxygen cylinders and large oxygen generation 
equipment used in field hospitals, casualty evacuation, en route care, and on the battlefield. 
SAROS consistently maintains an Fi02 by adjusting to a patient’s respiratory rate. Increased 
oxygen demands that often occur as part of a patient’s medical treatment are automatically 
adjusted with the autoSAT system. This improved technology triumphs over conventional 
oxygen systems because it can penetrate dangerous battlefield areas. SAROS is Airworthi-
ness Certified for use aboard all MEDEVAC Blackhawk UH-60L/M Helicopters.

Weight:
 { 12.25 lbs. with Battery
 { 10.00 lbs. without Battery

Dimensions:
 { 26.90” x 4.375” with battery
 { 26.90”x 4.375” without battery

FIELD DIAGNOSTICS & PATIENT CARE

Eclipse 5 Oxygen Systems
The Eclipse HT Platform is the leading battery operated, oxygen generating solution for the 
battlefield, emergency responders, and disaster relief teams. Now having an immediate, 
robust, dependable oxygen delivery system available, combat medics and first responders 
are able to help patients more quickly and efficiently. The Eclipse High Temperature product 
supports individual patients not only on the battlefield but also through evacuation missions 
by ground, air, sea, and during emergency/disaster situations. This system aims to better 
generate, oxygenate, and evacuate.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
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Model Item #
NIO™ Adult NIO-A

FIELD DIAGNOSTICS & PATIENT CARE

Lessons Learned from Front Line 
Users Shape the Life Saving Devices 
Developed by PerSys Medical.
The experiences and needs of military medics, law enforcement 
officers, EMS personnel and physicians are the foundation of each 
product’s features, and ease of use for all skill levels is at the forefront 
of design. PerSys Medical has been a leading innovator in devices for 
combat and emergency medicine since 1999. Today its products can 
be found worldwide in use by militaries, NATO forces, and emergency 
medical services around the globe.
 
It’s latest offering, the NIO, follows in that tradition by providing 
instant intraosseous (IO) access within 10 seconds via its sleek 
bodied, lightweight design. Caregivers require speed, accuracy, low 
cube, low weight, and a lack of additional inventory to maintain. The 
NIO provides all that and more in a 3.5 oz device.

NIO™ ADULT

NIO™ Adult
NIO is a simple, automatic intraosseous (IO) device designed for single use in adult patients 
at the proximal tibia and proximal humerus.  Vascular access is established within 10 
seconds, and insertion sites are secured using an integrated needle stabilizer.  NIO is small, 
light, and easy to use in even the most demanding situations.

 { Weighs 3.5 oz
 { 15g needle
 { 2.5 cm penetration
 { 5 year shelf life
 { FDA & CE approved

 { Spring loaded (no batteries required)
 { Fully disposable eliminating risk of cross 

contamination
 { Training is simple & straightforward

 Improve Efficiencies, Reduce Cost, & Streamline Acquisition.. 

ADS provides optimized supply chain management  
and logistics solutions to enhance your acquisition strategy. 
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MEDICINE IN  
REMOTE LOCATIONS
 SIX15’S HALO RX PUTS ADVANCED MEDICAL CAPABILITIES ON THE FRONT LINES 

By: Ellen Bock, ADS, Inc.
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MEDICINE IN REMOTE LOCATIONS

 EQUIPMENT 

HALO Rx is a helmet-mounted monocle or eyeglasses with built-in  

heads up display (HUD) that highlights active patient data in the 

field of view. Patient vitals are collected by vital sign monitors and 

transmitted from forward-deployed 

medical stations to a Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 

certified cloud. The HIPAA cloud can 

be accessed by an advanced medical 

provider at an off-site, fixed medical 

facility. Additionally, the system’s open 

architecture allows for any information 

gathered by medical devices with output capability to be collected in 

the field and transmitted back to the fixed facility. 

The HALO Rx is like having an on-scene medical expert, even in the most 

remote and challenging environments. On-scene medical personnel 

facilitate the interaction between off-site advanced medical providers 

and the patient. Live video, voice and 

patient data are captured from the point of 

injury or within an evacuation vehicle. This 

data is encrypted and transmitted over 

any network to the HIPAA cloud provided 

by Adhere2Care (A2C). This real-time 

consultation enables continuous medical 

treatment and reduces gaps in information 

and triage as a patient is administered care. Advanced providers can 

guide and direct medical treatment as required.

 SOLUTION 

Another benefit of having access to expert medical advice down-range 

is increased accuracy in determining the appropriate response to 

medical issues. In the past, forward-deployed medical facilities would 

err on the side of caution when deciding whether or not to MEDEVAC a 

patient. The HALO Rx consultations with medical experts help on-site 

medical professionals determine the right treatment or level of care 

rather than defaulting to a MEDEVAC. This keeps the movement of 

personnel in and out of hostile areas to a minimum.

“We don’t have enough doctors to cover 
all the battlefields. Their advice is critical,” 
said Brad Stewart, ADS Medical Team 
Business Development Manager. “That’s the 
beauty of HALO. Anyone can use it, medical 
professional or not. It is designed to deliver 
real-time, advanced medicine experts’ advice 
at the point-of-injury through point-of-view 
telemedicine. You become the eyes, ears and 
hands of the doctor.”

“The Halo Rx is a game-changer in the wearables and 
telemedicine revolution,” said Jim Donnelly, vice president 
of business development at SIX 15 Technologies. “As the 
adoption for devices like the Halo Rx continues to grow, 
we will see the walls of interoperability start to come down, 
investments grow and more partnerships start to form. 
We have the opportunity and honor to design innovative 
devices and technology that exponentially improve the care 
available to military personnel in remote areas and beyond. 
It’s no small task, but we are off to a promising start.”

The special operations community is quickly revising its standing medical care practices to address more 
prolonged care scenarios with an emphasis on developing new methods of communicating patient data as 
well as receiving remote medical assistance. 

Getting expert medical advice and treatment to wounded service members as quickly and efficiently as 
possible has always been a challenge for the U.S. military. Come to think of it, this has been the case for 
just about every military on the planet. While the standard MEDEVAC and CASEVAC conventions get the job 

done pretty handily, they are not as efficient as they could be due to information gaps and the lack of on-the-scene medical expertise. These are two 
primary issues the HALO Rx. system, developed primarily by SIX15 Technologies, in partnership with ADS, Inc. hopes to address. 

Current combat missions 

in austere environments 

with limited resources are 

changing the dynamics of 

battlefield medicine.

For More Six15 HALO Rx Information Continue onto Next Page



4-in-1 HMD incorporating:
 { HD Camera in the HMD that transmits 

patient, or any image, back to a health-care 
provider or any C2 element in real time.

 { Head movement tracking
 { HMD see through capable (glasses)
 { Hands-free access to instant medical 

information
 { Compatible with Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, LAN, or 

Tactical Radio
 { Capability to connect with current medical 

patient monitoring and treatment systems

2 Basic Styles:
 { Glasses-style Smart Eyewear
 { Head Mounted Display

 
Includes:

 { Head Mounted Display or Glasses
 { Helmet mounting rail system (HMD Only)
 { Software
 { Hard protective case with custom foam

Dedicated to Developing and 
Providing the Most Efficient 
Products that Focus on Increasing 
Situational Awareness, Efficiency, 
and Above All Else, Safety.
Six15 is an industry leader in rugged, high-resolution head mounted 
displays (HMD) and OEM optoelectronic module manufacturing.  

SiX15 specializes in tactical data communications, enhanced 
optics, and simulation & training. No matter the field, SiX15 is 
dedicated to providing the highest quality products focusing on 
increasing situational awareness, efficiency, and safety.

HALO RX SYSTEM

Eyewear Option

The HALO Rx system is a revolutionary TeleMed-
icine and TeleHealth system integrating a HMD 
with a communications capability and linking it to 
various medical patient monitoring systems.  

FIELD DIAGNOSTICS & PATIENT CARE

HALO RX SYSTEM

Image shot on the Canon 1Dx @canonusa.com

Model Item #
HALO Rx System 506T10011
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I-GEL® O2

FIELD DIAGNOSTICS & PATIENT CARE

i-gel® from Intersurgical® is the innovative second generation 
supraglottic airway, launched in 2007. The first major 
development since the laryngeal mask airway, i-gel® changed 
the face of airway management and is now widely used 
in anesthesia and resuscitation. The new i-gel® O2 Resus 
Pack puts the things you need at your fingertips: it contains 
an i-gel® O2 supraglottic airway, (with an easily removable 
inner tray) a sachet of lubricant, and an airway support 
strap, all packaged in a specially designed clear, sterile rigid 
pack. The i-gel® O2 is available in three adult sizes with a 
color-coded hook ring to allow quick and easy identification. 
Intersurgical® offers quality, innovation and choice.

Intersurgical® Provides Flexible 
Patient Solutions for Airway 
Management Devices Including 
a Comprehensive Choice of 
Supraglottic Airways.

I-GEL® O2
In emergency medicine, you need equipment that’s easy, rapid 
and reliable to use. Intersurgical® offers a wide range of high 
quality products: The i-gel® O2 Resus Pack contains everything 
you need to prepare, insert and secure the i-gel® O2 quickly 
and efficiently: with an integrated passive oxygenation port, an 
airway support strap and a sachet of lubricant. “Three things in 
one pack, one less thing to think about”.   i-gel® O2 supraglottic 
airways can be inserted in less than 5 seconds by a proficient 
user and provide: a non-inflating anatomically shaped cuff, 
improved seal pressures, gastric access and an integrated bite 
block. These advancements make i-gel® safe and effective. 
Quality, innovation and choice.

Model Item #
Size 3 8703030
Size 4 8704030
Size 5 8705030
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For the first time in history, the ability to quickly stop severe, life threatening bleeding has been 
placed into the hands of anyone who can tear open a package and follow a few simple directions. 

Because of the intuitive format and ability to rapidly control bleeding, Z-Medica products were 
quickly adopted by the U.S. Military, where they made an immediate impact saving many lives 
on the battlefield. With an established military history, QuikClot® products have now become an 
essential part of saving lives throughout the healthcare market and emergency response teams. 
Z-Medica continues to innovate and deliver life saving products for all situations where blood 
loss is an issue – on the battlefield, for the first responder, for the surgeon in the ER, anywhere 
blood loss is an issue. 

Z-Medica Has Been The DOD Standard Since 2008.

HEMORRHAGE CONTROL

QUIKCLOT COMBAT 
GAUZE® Z-FOLD
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QuikClot Combat Gauze® XL™
QuikClot Combat Gauze® XL™ is a 2-ply, 4 inch x 4 yard strip 
of soft, white, nonwoven, hydrophilic gauze impregnated with 
kaolin. Each QuikClot Combat Gauze® XL is packaged in an 
easy tear pouch and vacuum-sealed. The product contains 
an X-ray detectable strip for easy identification.  Larger than 
standard Combat Gauze with significantly greater performance; 
has 2.7 times the gauze and 2.7 times the Kaolin. 

Model Item #
QuikClot Combat Gauze® XL™ 345

QuikClot Combat Gauze® TraumaPad
QuikClot Combat Gauze® TraumaPad is a 12 inch by 12 inch 
soft, white, non-woven, hydrophilic gauze impregnated with 
kaolin.  Each QuikClot Combat Gauze® TraumaPad is packaged 
in an easy tear pouch and vacuum-sealed. The product 
contains an X-ray detectable strip for easy identification.

Model Item #
QuikClot Combat Gauze® TraumaPad 376

QUIKCLOT COMBAT GAUZE® Z-FOLD
QuikClot Combat Gauze® Z-Fold is a 3 inch by 4 yard strip 
of z-folded, soft, white, non-woven, hydrophilic gauze 
impregnated with kaolin. QuikClot Combat Gauze® is packaged 
in an easy tear pouch and vacuum-sealed. The product 
contains an X-ray detectable strip for easy identification.

Model Item #
QuikClot® Combat Gauze™ Z-Fold - X-Ray 200
QuikClot® Combat Gauze LE™ Z-Fold 350
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MEDICAL STORAGE

MODULAR DRAWER CABINET

Organize And Store Assets 
While Maintaining Your 
Workspace And Readiness.

Lyon® provides a wide variety of workspace organization and storage 
solutions to address in-garrison requirements. Modular systems are 
available with options such as lockers, cabinets, shelving, racks, 
and drawers for easy configuration to organize, store, and manage 
equipment for daily use. Lyon systems are also available with security 
and climate control features for sensitive items, such as OCIE, weapons, 
communications, and electronics.
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Antimicrobial Lockers for Healthcare
Healthcare administrators recognize the need to prevent the 
growth of harmful germs in their facilities.  Lyon Healthcare 
Lockers feature Antimicrobial coating, recessed handles, 
smooth fronts (no louvers), sloping tops and EZ closed 
bases*. Single tier lockers have a coat rod, plus top and 
bottom shelves; double tier lockers have one double prong 
and three single prong hooks.

Model Item #
Single Tier - 15'' x 18'' x 72'' - KD UGRNS5062H
Single Tier 3-Wide - 15'' x 18'' x 72'' - KD UGRNS5062-3H
Single Tier - 15'' x 18'' x 72'' UGRNS5062HSU
Single Tier 3-Wide - 15'' x 18'' x 72'' UGRNS5062-3HSU

Safety Center Cabinet
Perfect for storing emergency supplies for first responders 
and workspace safety teams! When a spill or an injury occurs 
on the shop floor, the time it takes to respond can be critical. 
By strategically placing Lyon Safety Centers on your shop 
floor, you can cut emergency response time dramatically - by 
keeping critical safety supplies nearby and at the ready, 24/7.

 { Ideal Workplace Safety Storage for:
 { Safety Eyewear and Hearing Protection
 { Hazmat Cleanup Equipment
 { First Aid Supplies
 { Flashlights
 { Air Monitors and Masks
 { Protective Clothing
 { Respirators
 { Fire Extinguishers
 { Spill Control
 { Decontamination Products

Model Item #
Safety Center - 48'' x 24'' x 82'' - Yellow 1120SC

Flammable Safety Cabinets
Flammable Safety Cabinets provide protection for your 
employees and property with proper storage of flammable 
liquids. Available with manual or self-closing doors.

 { All steel parts are manufactured from cold rolled steel
 { Flush-mounted paddle handle design allows easy 

fingertip operation and features a double key set and can 
be padlocked (padlock not included)

 { All cabinets meet NFPA Code 30 and OSHA standards
 { Fully welded construction with 18-gauge double wall 

construction with 1.5” insulating airspace
 { The fail-safe closing mechanism utilizes a three-point 

stainless steel bullet latching system

Model Item #
Flammable Safety Cabinet 43'' x 18'' x 65'' 
45 Gal - Self Closing

R5445N

Model Item #
Modular Drawer Cabinet DD2504901001

MODULAR DRAWER CABINET
 { Depth: 28-1/4”
 { Height: 44-1/4”
 { Width: 30”
 { Weight: 406.8 lbs
 { Material: Steel
 { Number of Compartments: 248
 { Number of Drawers: 11
 { Style:  Counter-Height - Layout Kit Uninstalled

 { Color: Gray

ADS provides a single-source solution for 
our government and commercial customers’ 

procurement and acquisition strategies.

 All The Procurement Solutions.  

 Your Readiness Requires.. 
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Spacesaver is the Industry 
Leader in High-Density Mobile 
Storage and a Plethora of 
other Shelving Solutions.

Spacesaver continues to design and manufacture innovative products 
that save space, time and resources for their customers while increasing 
efficiency, cost-savings and security. Spacesaver’s military storage solutions 
are specifically designed to ensure your weapons storage, supplies, 
equipment, materials and records are always ready and secure. From armory 
storage to hospitals and clinic storage, to readiness centers to museum 
storage and beyond, Spacesaver systems - and the strategic thinking that 
goes with them – are uniquely matched to the mission at hand.

MEDICAL STORAGE

MODULAR STORAGE SYSTEM
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Bulk Pharmacy Storage
Ideal for storing pharmaceutical items in bulk, Spacesaver’s 
Eclipse Powered System® accommodates a broad mix of 
packages and containers in one unit – and turns wasted 
aisle space into productive storage space.

Surgical Services - Central Core
Mechanical-assist mobile storage systems provide easy,  
safe, immediate access to stored supplies – especially 
crucial in the OR when retrieval time is critical. Designed to 
double the storage capacity of your original space, they hold 
virtually any type of storage module from wire racks to  
Plexiglas-fronted bins.

Pharmacy Storage
Durable Spacesaver shelving options help you keep 
medications well organized, highly visible and easily 
accessible. Designed specifically for the pharmacy, our 
PharmaStor® easy-access end-of-aisle shelves keep 
frequently used, fast-moving medications right up front.

Anesthesiology Equipment and Supplies Storage
Unique departments such as anesthesiology need storage solutions that are especially 
flexible. A mechanical-assist high-density mobile storage system – with slat walls on 
storage unit ends to hang wire bins for frequently used items – lets you store all of your 
anesthesiology equipment, supplies and cleaning agents in one location.

The most adaptable healthcare storage system available, our highly modular, fully flexible 
FrameWRX® storage system is perfect for pharmacies – and can also provide highly 
customizable storage in any area of your hospital. Hang bins, trays and pegs on its innovative 
rail system to maximize your medication storage, optimize your work space and change your 
storage as your needs change. An optional mobile feature further increases your storage density. 

 { In-room or sterile supply storage also available 

MODULAR STORAGE SYSTEM

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR.  

 MORE INFORMATION.
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Combat One is the Military Version of the 
Total Body Safe and Non-Toxic Theraworx 
Technology Family of Products Dedicated to 
the Safety of the Soldier.
As used in hospitals, the patented infection control protocols and Theraworx topical 
solution will assist in protecting the solider from harmful skin issues. With many applicable 
product types, Combat One has the perfect answer to the soldier’s most difficult skin 
problems. Combat One is the total body answer to keep the soldier in good fighting form.

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

Bathing System
The Theraworx Bathing System is perfect for the 
soldier on the go. With 8 towels saturated with the 
Theraworx patented formulation, it is ideal for the 
most difficult issues:

 { Field Baths
 { Skin/barrier protection
 { Total Hygiene management for the face which 

is a pathway for infection.
 { Odor control

Spray Formulation
The Theraworx patented Spray Formulation offers 
a “no-touch” approach for wound management.  
Whether it is a small scrape, or a painful wound, 
the Theraworx Spray Technology offers a pathway 
for wound improvement:

 { Stage I and stage II burns
 { Difficult and puncture 
 { Jock itch
 { Athlete’s foot 

Theraworx Foam
The Theraworx Foam comes in a 2 oz or 8 oz bottle. 
This non-flammable technology is easy to transport 
and has a multitude of applications for the most 
difficult muscle fatigue and cramping issues:

 { The technology maintains a pH of 4.7, which 
allows the body to more efficiently transport 
oxygen throughout all major muscle groups.

 { The ingredient interaction uniquely and natu-
rally creates an anti-inflammatory environment 
for the muscles in need of assistance.

 { The product quickly penetrates the skin, 
depositing skin healthy and powerful topical 
agents that assist the soldier in the most 
difficult environments

Theraworx Bathing System

Model Item #
Bathing System HX-8808
Spray Formulation HXS-02Z
Theraworx Foam - 2oz HXC-02Z
Theraworx Foam - 8oz HXC-08Z
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BAC-D Hand & Wound Sanitizer
BAC-D Hand & Wound Sanitizer is formulated to kill bacteria 
and viruses as well as prohibit their growth without drying, 
irritating or damaging healthy tissue. It also offers extended 
protection, continuing to reduce contamination for hours 
after its application.  BAC-D is superior hand sanitizer and 
is safe and effective for use on open wounds, cuts, scrapes, 
burns, lacerations and skin infections.  

Features:
 { Alcohol & Saline Free
 { Active Ingredient: Benzalkonium Chloride
 { FDA Approved OTC Monograph Product
 { Meets U.S. Pharmacopeia (USP) Requirements
 { Offers Extended Protection Against Infection

Model Item #
BAC-D Hand & Wound Sanitizer 00810

ADS is the world’s premier equipment, 
procurement, and support solutions specialist 

to the military, law enforcement, first 
responders, and the defense industry.

 Our Purpose. Your Mission.. 
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Innovative Tactical Training Solutions  
(ITTS) Mission is to Develop and Produce 
Realistic Training Tools that Provide the 
Realism Demanded by Military and Emergency 
Medical Domains.
In addition to the realism, we knew that true training tools needed to be a complement to 
training exercises, not a piece that demanded time and attention. Training sessions are 
effective, both in cost and in educational value, when they can be repeated with minimal 
interruption - they must serve the greatest number for the greatest amount of time.

TRAINING

The Little Bird is a portable and reusable MH-6 size cabin 
structure built for providing multi-purpose simulation 
exercises that accurately recreate real-life extrication 
situations in crash scenarios. The Little Bird allows for 
extraction of the T.O.M. Manikin by trapping both upper and 
lower extremities. The simulator is controlled by the ITTS 
Software family.

Model Item #
MH-6 Little Bird Extrication Scenario Training ITTS MH6

MH-6 LITTLE BIRD EXTRICATION 
SCENARIO TRAINING

MH-6 LITTLE BIRD 
EXTRICATION 

SCENARIO TRAINING

TECHLINE TRAUMA’S  
T.O.M. MANIKIN
Patient care simulator made to 
withstand full mission profile 
training scenarios.
See page 44.
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H-60 Casevac Training Simulator
The H-60 CASEVAC Training Simulator is a mobile trailer 
that provides the ability to add extrication training in a 
near-replica environment. The H-60 CASEVAC Simulator can 
be used as a multipurpose training tool. The simulator allows 
the unit to configure the H-60 CASEVAC Trainer as they 
would in the current theater.

Model Item #
H-60 Casevac Training Simulator without Cameras ITTS-H60T
H-60 Casevac Training Simulator with Cameras ITTS- H60TC

Sensory Controller Unit
The Sensory Control Unit (SCU) is a portable and reusable 
training system that enhances the realism of combat medical 
training without heavy demand on personnel. 

The SCU provides the capability to train appropriate 
personnel on the proper methods of administering medical 
aid to occupants from the interior of a structure within the 
parameters of a training exercise.

 { Portable, reusable equipment retains integrity as a 
medical sensory training unit.

 { Allows for the introduction of sound, wind, smoke, and water 
as environmental factors to enhance training realism.

 { Environmental factors controlled externally from training 
site via Master Controller.

Model Item #
Sensory Controller Unit - with Cameras ITTS-SCUC
Sensory Controller Unit - without Cameras ITTS-SCU

CV-22 Casevac Training Simulator
The CV22 CASEVAC Training Simulator is a mobile trailer 
that provides the ability to add extrication training in a 
near-replica environment. The CV22 CASEVAC Simulator can 
be used as a multipurpose training tool. The simulator allows 
the unit to configure the CV22 CASEVAC Trainer as they 
would in the current theater.

Model Item #
CV-22 Casevac Training Simulator without Cameras ITTS-CV22T
CV-22 Casevac Training Simulator with Cameras ITTS-CV22TC
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Strategic Operations Inc. (STOPS) provides 
Hyper-Realistic Training Services and 
Products for Military, Law Enforcement, 
and Other Organizations Responsible for 
Homeland Security.
The company employs state-of-the-art battlefield special effects, combat wound 
effects, role players, subject matter experts, Combat Training Coordinators, and 
training scenarios to create training environments that are the most unique in the 
industry. STOPS has supported squad to brigade level training with these services at 
the National Training Center and at the Marine Corps’ “Mojave Viper” at as well as at 
other military installations in the U.S. and Canada. The company manufactures patent-
pending modular, mobile MOUT systems, medical simulation systems, props, faux 
weapons, and live fire targets (including radio controlled ballistic unmanned ground 
vehicles), and constructs, enhances, and transforms MOUT facilities. 

TRAINING

The Combat Wound Simulation Kit puts the skills of a 
highly trained special effects make-up artist in one all 
encompassing customizable package, enabling the user 
to create Hyper-Realistic™ casualty wounds for training 
scenarios. The Combat Wound Simulation Kit is 100% 
customizable allowing the purchase of specific wound 
patterns that are relevant for any training scenario. The 
Combat Wound Simulation Kit includes all the supplies 
needed for the creation, application, implementation, 
and removal of wounds applied to casualty actors. Injury 
reference cards are included to aid non-medical providers 
with the proper implementation of wounds contained 
in the kit to ensure complete training fidelity. All of the 
wounds contained in the Combat Wound Simulation Kit are 
completely reusable, providing long term savings to the user.

Model Item #
Combat Wound Simulation Kit CWK-001

COMBAT WOUND  
SIMULATION KIT

COMBAT WOUND 
SIMULATION KIT
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Combat Wound Simulation Kit

STOPS replicates battlefield conditions 
so well participants are often stress 
inoculated from total immersion.

Image shot on the Canon 1Dx @canonusa.com
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Tracheas (Repairable)
Constructed from silicone that is 100% repairable with no recurring cost. Trachea is 
complete with anatomically similar landmarks; cricoid membrane, cricoid cartilage, and 
thyroid cartilage.

Model Item #
Tracheas (Repairable) TCH

Neck Skins (Repairable)
Flesh colored silicone that is 100% repairable with no recurring cost. Neck skin can be 
rotated so a minimum of 8 cuts can be made before repair is required.

Model Item #
Neck Skins (Repairable) NSK

TRAINING

TCCC/EMS CUT SUIT
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TCCC/EMS Cut Suit
The main goals of Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC/
EMS) are to treat the casualty, prevent additional casualties, 
and complete the mission. The TCCC Cut Suit is specially 
designed to accomplish these goals in training.

Features Unique to the TCCC Cut Suit:
 { The system weighs approx. 20 lbs.
 { Clothing, uniform, body armor, and equipment is usable 

over the Cut Suit.
 { The system allows for interaction with a live patient during 

the emergency assessment and treatment process.
 { The skin is user repairable, allowing for multiple uses.
 { User created and customizable wound patterns. 

Procedures Currently Available on the  
TCCC Cut Suit:

 { Extremity Hemorrhage Control with Tourniquet 
Application, Arterial Ligation/Clamping, and Internal  
Compression (Wound-Void Packing)

 { Surgical Cricothyroidotomy
 { Bilateral Anterior and Auxiliary Chest Needle Thoracentesis
 { Bilateral Surgical Chest-Tube Thoracotomy
 { Suturing and Stapling Of Skin In All Locations
 { Peripheral IV Access
 { Sternal Intraosseous Iv Access
 { Peripheral IV Medication Administration

Model Item #
Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC/EMS) Cut Suit CS-TCCC

TCCC/EMS Cut Suit

Blood Pumping System (BPS)
The Blood Pumping System (BPS) is an innovation in patient 
worn bleeding simulations. It’s worn by the patient and mimics 
a day pack worn by many Soldiers, Sailors, Marines and 
other personnel around the world. The BPS is self-contained 
and allows for 4 simultaneous bleeds controlled by a wireless 
fob with a 50-foot standoff and 3 liters of blood.  Each line 
can be controlled by the operator to simulate both venous and 
arterial bleeds. The BPS comes in a basic and deluxe model.

Basic BPS Comes with:
 { Wireless remote fob
 { 2 batteries
 { Upper extremity  

bleeding module

 { Lower extremity  
bleeding module

 { Technical repair kit
 { 1 battery charger 

Deluxe BPS Comes with:
 { Wireless remote fob
 { 2 batteries
 { 1 battery charger
 { Upper extremity  

bleeding module

 { Lower extremity  
bleeding module

 { Blast trousers
 { Technical repair kit

Model Item #
Blood Pumping System (BPS) 2 Basic BPS2-B
Blood Pumping System (BPS) 2 Deluxe BPS2-D

6-N-1 TCCC Trainer
 A one of a kind training aide which enables medical 
personnel to apply medical techniques without the risk 
of injury to a live patient. Practice placing NPA’s, OPA’s, 
performing surgical airways, needle thoracentisis, and 
sternal/proximal humeral intraosseous catheter insertion 
on the foam-filled, anatomically similar resin skeleton with 
user-repairable silicone body skin, neck skins, tracheas, and 
user-replaceable intraosseous training pucks. The 6-in-1 
comes with 3 Neck Skins, 10 Tracheas, 1 Repair Kit.

 { Options: Male (Dark or Light Skin Tone), Female

Model Item #
6-N-1 TCCC Trainer 6N1TRNR

I.V. and Suture Sleeve
A new Hyper-Realistic™  addition, this patient worn 
sleeve allows I.V. catheterization, suturing, stapling and 
anesthetization, wound irrigation and cleansing techniques 
on a live patient without the trauma associated with these 
procedures. The sleeve has provides live feedback of 
canalization with the positive “flash” associated with vein 
insertion. Silicone skin is hypoallergenic and designed 
to hold suture and staples without ripping or tearing. An 
ABS backing prevents accidental trauma, and skin is fully 
repairable cutting the overall cost to the user.

I.V. and Suture Sleeve comes with:
 { Sleeve
 { ABS Protective Backing
 { X Veins

Model Item #
I.V. and Suture Sleeve IVSS
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Techline Trauma, a Division of Techline 
Technologies, Produces Realistic, Wearable Wound 
Simulations that will Provide Years of Service.
The quick donning and doffing of the wounds, without make-up or adhesives, maximizes 
training time. Additionally, the depth of the wounds allows trainees to practice hemorrhage 
control skills beyond simple bandaging.

TRAINING

T.O.M. MANIKIN
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T.O.M. MANIKIN

Model Item #
Basic T.O.M. Manikin T3M4-0000
Gun Shot Wound T.O.M. Manikin T3M4-0001
Blast T.O.M. Manikin T3M4-0002

The T.O.M. (Tactical Operational Medical) Manikin is a durable, 
ruggedized patient care simulator made to withstand harsh 
treatment during full mission profile training scenarios.  
From the frame to the realistic physical features the T.O.M. 
Man is designed and built to give medical and emergency 
tactical personnel a true-to-life patient care simulation.  

The unit disconnects at the waist allowing for airway 
training use while the lower extremities are being used. The 
interchangeable appendages present a variety of wounds, 
including gun-shot, blast, and burns and the ability to quickly 
replace moulage extremities provide for full mission profiles 
in combat scenarios.

The manikin also simulates bleeding, containing several 
areas of massive and minor bleeding throughout the main 
arteries, chest and face while offering “live responses” 
like voice communication and breathing which can all be 
controlled remotely to support Full Mission Profiles during 
TAC Med and TCCC training. The durability and realism of the 
T.O.M. Man make for a cost effective, educational trauma 
training tool. 

Training Applications: 
 { Massive & Small Bleeding
 { Evisceration with Packing
 { Tourniquet
 { Wound Packing
 { Respiratory Distress
 { Advance Airway Procedures
 { Needle Decompression 
 { Surgical Airway

Benefits: 
 { Cost Effective: Educational Trauma Training Tool
 { Durable: Withstands Drops, Falls & Drags
 { Sturdy Metal Frame (130-150 lbs)
 { Quick Replacement of Moulage (Casted) Extremities for Flexibility
 { Remote Control Talking, Breathing & Bleeding
 { Breath Sounds including Sucking Chest Wound NPA 

ADS works with our customers to develop complete solutions meeting mission requirements using 
comprehensive programs to address your challenges and provide readiness at reduced cost. 

 You Have Challenges..ADS Provides Solutions.. 
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TRAUMA IMMOBILIZATION

Complete Rescue Systems
Skedco rescue systems feature a revolutionary design that 
provides outstanding patient protection and security. It is the 
original and still the best solution for confined space, high angle 
or technical rescue, and traditional land based applications.

Complete Skedco/Skyhook WMD/HAZMAT Patient Evacuation System
This system includes everything necessary for rapid evacuation of mass casualties in a 
chem-bio environment. Because we never know how far away we can get from the Hot-zone 
we are including continuous loop twisted polypropylene ropes, 1 each, for distances of 100 
ft., 150 ft., and 200 ft. Longer ropes are available by special order. This kit allows as many 
as 4 rescuers in level A to work in the Hot-zone on a major incident. There are 2 SKEDs® for 
each rescuer in level A. There are also 4 clean SKEDs for moving patients from the warm 
zone to decon to prevent dragging contaminated litters outside the area.

Kit Includes:
 { 12 HMD SKED® Stretchers
 { 3 Rapid Deployment Bags
 { Skyhook Rope Winch System (SK-2530)
 { 200 ft. Bagged Continuous Loop Rope
 { 150 ft. Bagged Continuous Loop Rope
 { 100 ft. Bagged Continuous Loop Rope
 { 2 Knot Passing Pullies
 { 2 2 in Polypropylene Slings

 { 14 Large Aluminum D Carabiners
 { 40 ft. 1/2 in. Nylon Kernmantle Rope
 { 2 8 mm PMI Prussik Cord
 { 8 Haz-Mat Rope Grabs
 { 40 ft. 1/2 in. Polypropylene Solid 
 { Braid Rope
 { 1 100 ft. Extension Cord With Reel
 { 1 Large Screw Driver

Model Item #
Complete Skedco/Skyhook WMD/HAZMAT Patient Evacuation System SK-2520

SKED Complete Rescue System

The Complete Rescue System combines the Sked® Basic Rescue System (SK-200), the 
Oregon Spine Splint II (SK-300) and the Sked® Foam Flotation System (SK-600) in a single 
money saving package. The entire system combines to make a single back-packable unit. 
With this system you’ll be ready for any emergency rescue situation - on land, in the water, 
or in the air. Available in International Orange or Camouflage Green. Also available in a 
military option with the SK-600A Inflatable Flotation System. 

Everything you need is fitted in a 9” diameter by 36” long stretcher bag (the same bag for 
SK-200) with the Oregon Spine Splint II stored inside. All the accessories will fit into two 
outside pockets. 

The SK-800 is identical to SK-800-OR and SK-800-GR except the foam flotation and 15 lbs 
ballast bag are replaced with inflatable flotation and empty ballast bag. Excellent choice for 
Military to keep the system lightweight.

 { Made in USA

 { Color: International Orange, Camouflage Green

Lightweight Military Inflatable

Model Item #
SKED Complete Rescue System SK-800
SKED Hybrid Complete Rescue System - Military Inflatable (SK-200-GR  SK-300-GR & SK-600A) SK-800B
SKED Complete Rescue System - Lightweight Military Inflatable SK-800
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Bariatric SKED Rescue System
The Bariatric Sked Stretcher is designed to move obese 
patients through difficult areas with less risk of injuring 
your back. It is 4 feet wide, a full 12 inches wider than the 
standard Sked. It is a full 8 feet long. It is made of a very 
tough non absorbing polyethylene plastic. This will allow for 
containment of the very large patients inside the stretcher 
thus preventing possible injuries to them from being moved. 
It functions just as the standard Sked. It is dragged over 
whatever terrain the patient is in. It can be dragged up 
a ramp to the floor of the ambulance or hoisted onto a 
bariatric guerney.

It has a pair of lift slings that are long enough to accom-
modate nearly any size patient. They are used to hoist 
the patient onto a bariatric guerney for transport in the 
ambulance. Along with the slings there is also included a 
large steel carabiner that has a minimum break strength of 
9,000 pounds that is used to join the sling ends together and 
clipped into the hoist mechanism. There is also a tow strap 
included to allow two more people to assist in dragging.

Model Item #
Bariatric SKED® Rescue System SK-260

SKED Basic Rescue System
The original, and still the best solution for confined space, 
high angle or technical rescue, and traditional land based 
applications. The SKED® stretcher is a revolutionary design 
which provides outstanding patient protection and security. 
The durable plastic provides protection for the patient while 
allowing extrication through the most demanding confined 
spaces. The stretcher is rolled for storage in a tough cordura 
backpack, which is included with the system. The system 
ships at 17 lbs and comes complete for most applications.

The SK-200 Sked® Basic Rescue System 
includes:

 { SK-201 Sked® Stretcher
 { SK-202 Cordura backpack
 { SK-203 Horizontal Lift Slings (pair)
 { SK-204 Sked® Tow Strap
 { SK-205 Removable Webbing Handles
 { SK-206 Steel Locking D’ Carabiner
 { SK-207 Sked® Vertical Lift Sling
 { Berry Compliant. Made in USA.

 { Colors: International Orange, OD Green

Model Item #
BASIC SKED® Rescue System with Cobra Buckles SK-200C

TerrAdaptor Tripod System
The most modular Tripod on the planet!

 { Mono-Pod - The patented ball and spike feet provide stability! 
 { Bi-Pod - Varied head and leg positions provide unlimited options! 
 { Tri-Pod - Versatile design facilitates multi directional load! 
 { Quad-Pod - Optional kit available to create the TerrAdaptor Quad-Pod!

SMC, PMI and Skedco have come together to create the most innovative tripod ever hit the 
Work & Rescue market. Unlimited positions, options and one of a kind features you won’t 
find anywhere.

Features:
 { NFPA Certified - The only NFPA Certified Tripod on the market! 
 { Foot Components - The patented round feet have a spike on one side that provides 

stability in any situation. Also available is the “foot basket” for use on softer, more 
unstable ground. 

 { Lash Ring - Lash ring is interchangable between tripod legs. 
 { Backpack - For easy storage or carrying into the field, the TerrAdaptor comes in 3 

separate bags. Padded backpack straps make transport a snap
Model Item #
TerrAdaptor Tripod System NFPA230100

SKED Rapid Deployment System
This unique system features a Sked® Stretcher pre-rigged 
for extremely rapid deployment into the water. Using CO2 
inflatable float logs, this system can be in the water, ready 
to use in less than 30 seconds. A patient can be packaged 
and ready for retrieval in less than 30 seconds. The Rapid 
Deployment System, designed especially for Marine, Navy 
and Coast Guard use, puts the Sked® Stretcher together 
with the Sked® Inflatable Flotation System in a large custom 
duffel bag. The system is maintained fully rigged in the bag. 
When deploying the system the user simply unzips the duffel 
bag, triggers the CO2 cartridges, pulls two straps, and drops 
the ready to use system in the water. Skedco also offers a 
Rapid Deployment Conversion Kit which includes everything 
for rapid deployment except the stretcher, for those who 
already possess the Sked® Basic Rescue System.

The SK-650 Rapid Deployment Water Rescue 
System comes with:

 { SK-200 Sked Basic Rescue System
 { SK-605/SK606 CO2 Inflatable Float Logs (pair)
 { SK-602 Inflatable Chest Pad
 { SK-601 Ballast Weight
 { SK-604 Extra Long Handles (pair)
 { SK-652 Sling and Carabiner Float
 { SK-654 Rapid Deployment Carrying Case

 { Color: International Orange, Camouflage Green

Model Item #
SKED Rapid Deployment System SK-650

Patented round feet have a spike on one side that 
provides stability in any situation. Foot basket 
available for use on softer, more unstable ground.
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Medical Assault Kit (Ver. 4)
The Medical Assault Kit, ver. 4 (MAK-04) is a low profile 
individual First Aid Kit (IFAK).  It is designed to be carried 
in a sleeve attached to a belt in the back of the individual, 
accessible from the right or left by pulling the removable 
tabs.  The MAK-04 can also be attached horizontally or 
vertically to an assault vest or body armor using the MOLLE 
Sleeve, or vertically without the sleeve. The medical bag is 
constructed of 500 Denier Cordura® and all internal seams 
are completely bound and lock stitched for the ultimate 
in durability. The well organized interior contains medical 
supplies for use in rendering critical self-aid or buddy-aid.

Model Item #
Medical Assault Kit (Ver. 4) JBC-MAK-04

JBC Corp Builds Medical Kits 
and Assemblies of the Highest 
Quality for Users with Specific 
Mission Requirements. 
The kits are innovative and intuitive in all aspects, providing 
the best mounting and carry methods with easy access to 
well-organized supplies inside. Their products are proudly 
made in the U.S. and are Berry Amendment Compliant. JBC 
is in close proximity to ADS in Virginia Beach, which has 
helped them establish a great relationship, and work together 
to bring solutions to the customer through modifications and 
custom builds.

TRAUMA RESPONSE
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Case Supply Organization System
The JBC Case Supply Organization System is designed to fit 
into the JBC Grab&Go Case GG-2918-14. The system allows 
users to organize and store their medical or other supplies 
easily in visible clear pouches. The Lid Organizer panel 
holds 12 removable clear vinyl pouches. Two pouch panels 
each have five clear vinyl pouches and can be laid out, hung 
individually or connected together and store in the bottom 
of the case. Three removable trays manufactured from 500 
denier Cordura® and reinforced with HDPE fit neatly on top 
of the stored panels.

Model Item #
Case Supply Organization System - Insert Only 100-3007

Recompression Chamber Emergency Kit 
The Recompression Chamber Emergency Kit assembly is 
designed in accordance with the UPDATED requirements in 
the U.S. Navy Diving Manual Revision 6, Change A. The kit 
is assembled in a durable JBC Grab & Go case system with 
wheels and has an extendable handle for easy transport. 
The Primary Kit is a compact soft case and includes the 
necessary Diagnostic and Emergency equipment needed for 
immediate patient evaluation and treatment. The Secondary 
Kit contains the Emergency Airway equipment, Intravenous 
Infusion Therapy equipment, a Minor Surgical Kit and 
miscellaneous supplies. All products are stored in clear, 
color coded labeled, re-sealable vinyl bags, which are easily 
passed through the chamber med-lock.

Model Item #
Recompression Chamber Emergency Kit 20-10A

PIG Pack – Platform Interchangeable Gear
The “Platform Interchangeable Gear” pack is a unique 
multi-purpose, multi-use, mobility pack that allows the 
user to configure the pack to suit the mission and personal 
preference. The PIG is comprised of two separate packs 
which mount on a base that is carried utilizing either a 
single strap that slings across the chest or with 2 straps 
for conventional backpack style. A smaller medical pack 
containing critical trauma supplies attaches in the front for 
immediate access. The PIG Pack is equipped with the JBC’s 
exclusive Pack Lighting System. The lighting system is NVG 
friendly and does not interfere with your night vision. The 
pack is user friendly, with all contents visible, or labeled for 
easy identification.

Model Item #
PIG Pack – Platform Interchangeable Gear JBC-PIG-MSO

Emergency Dental Kit
The JBC Emergency Dental Kit is designed specifically for 
treating minor dental emergencies in the field by trained 
corpsman and medics.  The compact bag zips open flat 
to access two fold over panels containing supplies and 
instruments selected by a Navy Dentist. The bag is a fold-out 
design constructed of 1000 Denier Cordura with a double 
zipper.  The clear vinyl internal pockets allow for quick 
identification of instruments and supplies.

Model Item #
Emergency Dental Kit JBC-DENT-01
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LBT products are made entirely in the United States. LBT 
operates in a specialty segment of the apparel and textile 
market. They design and manufacture special-purpose 
tactical nylon products such as backpacks, pouches, and 
body armor carriage systems primarily for the U.S. Military. 
LBT products also have broad applicability to federal and local 
law enforcement agencies, as well as the military and law 
enforcement organizations of countries outside the U.S.

Operators in these fields are typically involved with ongoing 
tactical and strategic operations where gear and equipment 
must be transported and managed by individuals or small teams. 
The environment these customers operate in is high-risk and 
the equipment used to manage and transport equipment must 
be extremely durable and reliable, and often require specifically 
designed features for personal safety and protection.

London Bridge Trading (LBT) is a designated Veteran Owned, Small 
Business that Designs and Manufactures High Performance Tactical Nylon 
Gear for Military, Law Enforcement and other demanding Applications.

TRAUMA RESPONSE

TRAUMA EMERGENCY RAPID  
REPLENISHMENT ALERT  

(T.E.R.R.A.) KIT
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Medical Resupply Pouch
 { Various sized clear hook and loop medical supply  

pouches that protects medical supplies while allowing 
quick visual recognition. 

 { Pouches can be sold separately in order to maintain an 
efficient supply chain and refill of critical items without 
changing the bag.

 { Clear label pockets for any type of label. 
 { Inquire about TERRA pre packaged SUBKITS which 

follow TCCC MARCH PROTOCOL.

 { Material: Mesh Nylon, Clear Plastic
 { Color: Coyote Brown, Coyote Tan, Universal Camo
 { Size: Small - Large, X-Large (Clear Plastic Only)

Model Item #
Medical Resupply Pouch LBT-2784

Multiple Sleeve/Panel Booklet
Developed to contain pharmaceutical dispense sleeve (PDS) 
or the adjustable loop panels (ALP). The booklet is velcro 
backed and can be set in any pack.

Model Item #
Multiple Sleeve/Panel Booklet LBT-2784P

Pharmaceutical Dispense Sleeve (PDS)
Revolutionary new system provides the operator with see 
through zippered pouches for pharmaceutical blister packs. 
Each sleeve will hold four different blister packs and be 
combined with multiple PDS’s into the Multiple Sleeve/Panel 
booklet. The combined booklet provides the operator with 
an array of pharmaceuticals easily dispensed and mounted 
in any pack.

Model Item #
Pharmaceutical Dispense Sleeve (PDS) LBT-2784Q

S.C.O.T.T. Trauma Medical Pack
 { Universal Medical Pack
 { Capable of being outloaded to sustain a Mass  

Casualty situation
 { Modular pack compatible with U.S. Military  

MOLLE components
 { Sick call and minor Surgical bags
 { Expandable section for stowage of personal equipment
 { Interior hydration sleeve ( Bladder not included )
 { Pre-Rigged for Airborne Operations

 { Main compartment:  
14” L x 6” W x 19.5” H; 1650 cubic inches

Model Item #
S.C.O.T.T. Trauma Medical Pack LBT-1562SF

The T.E.R.R.A. Kit was designed as the most versatile medical 
storage and delivery system to date. London Bridge has 
been on the cutting edge of medical bags. T.E.R.R.A. is a 
revolutionary hanging bag, geared not only as a highly efficient 
medical storage delivery system, but also a resupply system. 
Every SUB KIT pouch and compartment is removable and can 
be purchased in bulk. Pre-fill secondary pouches for quick 
resetting. When lives are on the line, seconds count.

 { Color: Black, Coyote Brown, Coyote Tan, MultiCam®, 
Universal Camo

 { Kitting Options: Version 1, Version 2, Version 3

Model Item #
T.E.R.R.A. - Custom Kitting Solutions Visit ADSinc.com for more information
T.E.R.R.A. - Bag Only - with Pouches LBT-2784AKIT
T.E.R.R.A. Kit - Version 3 LBT-2784A KIT-3

TRAUMA EMERGENCY RAPID REPLENISHMENT ALERT (T.E.R.R.A) KIT
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Through their partnership with creative Special Operations Forces (SOF) end users, 
and best-in-class companies, Phokus has successfully established itself as hands-on 
facilitators, capable of taking ideas from discovery, through the manufacturing process, 
and delivering combat quality products. Phokus utilizes and extensive network of 
innovative end-users, world class manufacturers, and superior partners like ADS to 
provide the pipeline for successful new product development.

Phokus Research Group is Committed to
bringing Our Nation’s Warfighters and Domestic 
First Responders Innovative Products. 

TRAUMA RESPONSE

LOW VISIBILITY TRAUMA KIT
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Phokus Frog Gauze
Z-Fold, Sterile Non-Woven Gauze that is Berry Compliant.  
Four Yards.

Model Item #
Phokus Frog Gauze FG

Low Vis Zippered Trainer
All Phokus Trauma Kits are available to order in a zippered 
version of the heavy-duty medical grade vinyl packaging to 
simulate ripcord opening for trauma treatment training.

Model Item #
Low Vis Zippered Trainer LVTK

Deployment Trauma Kit
The original Phokus Trauma kit design. The Deployment 
Trauma Kit was made to fit easily and securely behind an 
Operator’s ballistic plates or concealable armor. Patent 
pending design includes a pull-tab and “rip-cord” for rapid 
deployment. Ballistic protection on the Operator offers a 
safe location to wear essential medical gear. DTK II features 
an external pill pouch.

Model Item #
Deployment Trauma Kit DTK
Deployment Trauma Kit II DTK II

Shield Trauma Kit
Originally developed for Operators who carry a gun but do 
not wear body armor, the Shield Trauma Kit is pocket sized 
and small enough to fit in a jacket pocket or can be worn in a 
variety of other applications.

Model Item #
Shield Trauma Kit STK

The Low Visibility Trauma Kit features a low profile pack-
aging designed to easily fit in a cargo pocket or in a small 
pouch on the lower back. The LVD/LVD II can be carried in 
addition to the DTK/DTK II, allowing the Operator enough 
gear for Self-Aid and to provide Buddy-Aid. LVD II features 
an external pill pouch.

Model Item #
Low Visibility Deployment LVD
Low Visibility Trauma Kit II LVD II

LOW VISIBILITY TRAUMA KIT

ADS works with our customers to develop 
complete solutions meeting mission 

requirements using comprehensive programs to 
address your challenges and provide readiness 

at reduced cost. 

 You Have Challenges..  

 ADS Provides Solutions.. 
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Their goal is to offer equipment that allows them to operate more efficiently and 
effectively. Tactical Medical Solutions evolves and adapts so that when you are in 
harm’s way, there is no question that you and the tools of your trade are prepared to 
perform at 100%. They understand the challenges you face and have faced many of 
those challenges as well. Tactical Medical Solutions aims to create the best tactical 
medical kit available and make sure it’s there when you need it.

Tactical Medical Solutions Develops Quality, 
Effective Supplies and Equipment for Combat 
and Tactical Medicine. 

TRAUMA RESPONSE

SOF® TACTICAL
TOURNIQUET WIDE
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AMP (Any Mission Pack)
Truly adaptable and ready for any mission, the AMP (Any Mis-
sion Pack) derives its name from its ability to be modified to fit 
any mission. It offers a completely customizable 1150 cubic 
inch interior, multiple methods of wear and the ability to scale 
the pack size up or down depending on mission requirements.

 A full sized MOLLE panel with low profile shoulder straps 
separates from the main pack, providing the ability to quickly 
scale the size of the bag to meet mission requirements, or 
use the panel instead of the pack. The zip off panel comes 
with 3 nylon pouches attached that have elastic loops sewn 
in place for securing various medical items.

Model Item #
AMP (Any Mission Pack) AMP-COMP-STK-T

Phantom Multibag
The Phantom Multibag is an aid bag that can be worn various 
ways by the user. It can be worn as a waist pack, attached to 
the Phantom Slider, or slung across the chest. Its compact, 
well thought out design offers endless options for packing 
while maintaining an operational size. The inside of the bag 
is covered in loop tape to allow the user to customize the 
internal layout with the 11 included loop sets.

 { Color: Tan, Multicam®, Black, Ranger Green, ACU

Model Item #
Phantom Multibag PH-MB

Convertible Drop Leg Pouch Advanced
The Tac Med Convertible Drop Leg Pouch provides the medic/
operator with maximum flexibility without compromising the 
ability to provide on target care. This pouch can be worn on 
the leg or attached to a MOLLE style vest depending on the 
users’ preference. The removable main panel allows for the 
creation of custom inserts to accommodate different mission 
profiles or to allow easier access to the kit contents. This 
pouch is offered stocked based on different levels of medical 
capabilities. All kits can also be custom packed to meet your 
specific mission requirements. 

 { Color: Tan, Black, ACU

Model Item #
Convertible Drop Leg Pouch Advanced, DLA

Foxtrot™ DA
The Foxtrot™ DA provides the same compact versatile 
function as the original Foxtrot with an alternate strap 
method. With color coded side release buckles the Foxtrot™ 
DA is lightning fast for high risk casualty extractions.

Model Item #
Foxtrot™ DA F-LIT-DA

RAID Bag
The Raid Bag is perfectly suited for the active medic. With 
three different ways the bag can be worn, the Raid is sure to 
meet your tactical medical needs. The inside layout offers 
immediate access to needed equipment with all immediate 
need items being stored in the top compartment. The bag 
also clam shells open completely and can be hung as a panel 
in a vehicle or aid station. The stocked bag contains the 
medical supplies needed to treat multiple trauma patients 
while offering plenty of space to add needed items.

 { Color: Tan, Multicam®, Black, Ranger Green, ACU

Model Item #
RAID Bag RAID

Not a single report of battlefield failure from product 
deficiency compared to the competition, the SOF® Tactical 
Tourniquet Wide is one of the top performing tourniquets 
currently available. It is the tourniquet of choice for many of 
the world’s most elite and experienced warriors who have 
selected it for its outstanding ability to control severe bleed-
ing, high level of reliability, and ease of application. While 
some military units have replaced their issue tourniquets 
with the SOFTTW, other military units have implemented 
SOP’s stating that the SOF Tactical Tourniquet Wide is to be 
used on all lower extremity bleeds. That means the SOFTTW 
is the tourniquet trusted to control the most severe extrem-
ity hemorrhage on the battlefield.

Model Item #
SOF Tactical Tourniquet Wide SOFTT-W

SOF® TACTICAL  
TOURNIQUET WIDE (SOFTTW) 
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On Guard & Battle Ready
Proudly serving our military since 1995, Cardiac Science 

Powerheart® AEDs are on duty stateside and in combat 

zones around the world. Whether you are an experienced 

rescuer or a first-time user, you will find our AEDs to be 

intuitive and technologically advanced. 

Our AEDs include Rescue Ready® technology that  

automatically conducts daily self-tests on all critical 

components, including the medical-grade battery and 

defibrillation electrodes to ensure readiness. Each AED is 

extremely rugged for in-theater use, and the Powerheart® 

G3 Pro has been awarded an Airworthiness Certification 

from USAARL - making it ready for flight.  

 

Discover the Cardiac Science difference today. 

www.cardiacscience.com/military    •    800.426.0337

Cardiac Science, Powerheart, Rescue Ready, STAR, and the shielded heart logo are all trademarks of Cardiac Science Corporation. © 2014 Cardiac Science Corporation.  MKT-04744-01rA

Powerheart® AEDs:

MKT-04744-01rA_ADS_ad.indd   1 9/17/14   10:46 AM



SECURITY. EFFICIENCY. ACCESSIBILITY.

S t o r a g e  S o l v e d®

Spacesaver’s flexible healthcare storage options 
help you:

• Make the most out of limited space
• Deliver healthcare more quickly and efficiently
• Maximize your productivity
• Spend more time caring for patients

We are a world-class leader in providing 
innovative storage solutions that help all branches 
of the military better manage time, space and 
security. Our proven, military-certified systems for 
storing supplies, equipment, materials, narcotics 
and many more storage solutions, can transform 
the space of your entire base.

From pharmacy to surgery, from sterile supplies to patient records, each 
department in your military hospital, clinic or medical unit has unique  
storage needs. With Spacesaver’s Point-of-Need® healthcare storage  
systems, your supplies and materials are immediately in sight and on hand.

To learn more about Spacesaver’s healthcare storage solutions and how  
a Spacesaver Storage Specialist can help you overcome your storage  
challenges, please visit www.pointofneedstorage.com or call 800.492.3434.

800.492.3434  |  www.spacesaver.com



Warrior Expo is the premiere industry event that brings end users, program managers, 
and procurement specialists together with industry-leading solutions providers in an en-
vironment designed specifically for government and defense organizations.  Attendees 
can take advantage of demonstrations, exhibits, and learn about the latest equipment, 
procurement, and support solutions for maintaining operational readiness.

WARRIOR EXPO WEST    SAN DIEGO, CA   |   WARRIOR EXPO EAST    VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
REGISTER ONLINE OR CONTACT YOUR ADS REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION  WARRIOR-EXPO.COM | 855.276.4242 
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